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books, which, notwithstanding the erudition of their authors,
provided me with less comfort than confusion. Almost without
exception they appeared to come out at that 'same door where in
they went.' My decision to abandon them was partly induced by
Emerson, who, with an impatience greater even than my own, had
asked: 'Who has not looked into a metaphysical book? And
what sensible man ever looked twice?'
Eventually I came to the conclusion that it would be advisable
to leave the study of a problem which I clearly could not solve.
The choice appeared to be whether it were wiser permanently to
spend my time and strength in possibly futile metaphysical specu-
lation, or to prepare myself for such pressing duties as the tangible,
and tangled, world presented to me. I therefore decided that,
inasmuch as I could neither measure the infinite nor grasp the
eternal, I would more diligently apply myself to the religious and
social conditions that I could comprehend and perhaps modify.
I would try to touch, with perhaps a glimmer of understanding
and usefulness, the human end of the problem of existence. I
have never convinced myself that this decision was unwise, for how
could I, or the ignorant and assertive fundamentalist, the crystal-
gazer, or the presumptuous spiritualist medium, succeed where
minds like those of Kant and others had failed? I in no way
despised* the engaging study of the problem of the universe, and
I have continued to read metaphysical books, but I felt myself
called to other and, as I thought, more fruitful tasks. Since the
time that these decisions were made, man's knowledge of the
universe has been vastly extended, and he lives to-day in a world
that is altogether more inspiring and august than that which his
fathers knew. His knowledge concerning it will grow, but I
believe that, for this age at least, the 'unknowable* will remain
unknown.
Then there was the problem of prayer. Could I pray? A
learned theologian, attempting to decide who could or could not
pray, once said: 'If you can say Thou to the Infinite, you can pray:
if you cannot say Thou, you cannot pray/ Prayer presented no
difficulty to the patriarchs of the Old Testament, because they
thought of God as an extended human personality. It was on
that assumption that Abraham had prayed for the doomed city of
Sodom; Moses had been influenced by the same belief when he
appealed to God, after the people whom he led had fashioned for
themselves a god of gold; Solomon had the same conception of

